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The type used in this heading is from the old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and was used for a heading
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A TRAMP BALLAD.

Bast Bound Passenger Train Leaves the Track
17 Miles East of Trinidad Several Passen-

"',
From he Raton Range.
The Fourth of July committee on
transportation has succeeded in making arrangements "with the railroads
centering in Raton for reduced rates
in connection with the celebration to
be given here on that day.
The Santa Fe has granted one fare
t& the round trip . from all, points in
New Mexico and from Trinidad, Colo.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific railroad company has also
granted the same rate from all points
This fact will no
on its system.
doubt result in bringing a large Dumber of people here to witness the
sports and festivities incident to the
celebration of the national holiday.
The printing committee has received the large display posters and
the same are being posted throughout
this section. If the celebration is not
well advertised among the residents
of this portion of the territory and in
Trinidad, it will not be the fault of
committee.
The grounds east of the Santa Fe
depot are being put in condition for
the horse races, etc., that are to take
place in the afternoon and will be in
first class condition by the Fourth.
The members of the various com

Want Fence Moved.
Considerable excitement has been
created in the past few days regarding the moving of a certain fence in
old town.
Last week a petition signed by the
business men of the south side was
handed to Justice of tbe Peace J. S
Wilson asking for the removal of the
fence recently built around the
home, which it is said obstructs
the public highway in that a person
must go out into the street to get
around the corner to the harness shop
of John Livingston, the main
in the case,
Justice Wilson ordered the fence
removed and a notice to tbat effect
was served on Chas. Colgrove, Sr.,
who said the fence would be removed
as ordered. The fence was not removed and the south side meichants
would like to know the reason.
Col-grov- e

New Transfer Company.
Work will commence next week on
the stable of the Cimarron Transfej
company, which will be operated and
ooed by Alva Davis, formerly with
the Urraca ranch. The building will
be 40x75 feet and will be located west
of - the depot, facing tbe south. A
general livery will be run in connection with the business. Some new
horses and mountain rigs have already
been purchased. This gives Cimarron
s
urS
livery.
a
.

first-clas-

e

the paper in the seventies.

(By Harry H. Kemp In

bigh-banke-

thrall to the lure of the unseen land and tbe fascination of steam,
For they've laid him away in a rough pine box on the slope of a
?
barren hill
;
But out across the universe his spirit wanders still.
He has mooched it on from star to star, ami from sun to flaming sun;
and slipped them one
-- He has taken the planets like strings of
by one
y
Along the cord of memory, for he who knew the earth
Must learn the universe as well on the morn of his Becond birth;
And when he kneels before the throne, his hunger for seeing filled,
And the grand antiphonies of the sky to hear his doom are stilled
Prone there between the avenue of the flaming cherubim
I know that the God who pardoned the theif will be merciful to bin).
A

Springer Boy Gets Scholarship.
Manuel F. Balnzar vt Springer, son
of M. M. Salazar of tbat place, has
been appointed by Representative H. GV
Abbott to a four year course in the

days.

The lines are now owned and controlled by the railroad company, but
anyone desiring to talk with these
points can do so the same as before.
The Cimarron Townsite company
has started the construction work on
their gravel1 sidewalks on the north
side, which when completed, will give
Cimarron quite a metropolitan ap
pearance.

VEIN

Or

Vein of Gold Ore Discovered on

IS-Fo- ot

Bob-Ta- il

and Senate Claims That Assays $30 to
the TonOperations to Be Pushed.
Mr. T. F. Johns of Pittsburg,, Pa., Linooln and Heart of the World vein,
one of the stockholders in ths Smith-fiel- all of which from present developMining coi.jpany
who own ment indicate that numerous high
valuable property in the Elizabeth-tow- grade ore veins are to be encountered
mining district, passed through in the proposed tunnel. The Smith-fiel- d
company is composed of number
Among the
this city Wednesday.
of Pittsburg capitalists who have been
properties owned by this company are aware of tho value of their property for
the Bob-Taand Senate Claims.
some time, but owicg to the lack of
An
vein of gold ore, assay- transportaton facilities, have delayed
ing 0.00 to the ton has been exten- operations. Now that the St. L. II.
sively developed on these two claims M and P. railroad has reached Ute
and it is the intention of the Smith-fiel- Park and is prepared to offer a very
comj snv to start operations on an adflintageous rate to the smelters,
extensive scale and ship the ore to and that the wagon road from the
the Pneblo smelter.
Moreno Valley to Ute Park has been
It is reported that this comrmny is put in very excellent condition , the
negotiating wth the Maxwell Land
can be made to pay a very
Grant company for considerable adja- good dividend.
Mr. Johns expects
cent ground and a tunnel from either to remain in the county for two
Grouse or Anniseta gulches will be months at least, and possibly until lata
driven, catting the Bob Tail and Sen- in the fall to personally supervise
ate at considerable deptb, also
the development that they have in
the North Star, Abraham prospect.
d

n

il

d

possible confusion.

Acquire Toll Li nes.
The Colorado Telephone company
has turned over its toll lines from
Raton to Dawson and Cimarron to
the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific railroad company, the arrangement taking effect last Friday.
Connections are now established
with Ute I'ark and the line from
there to Taos will be opened in a few

d

j

nothing undone

jears, the appointment carries with
it books, supplies and board at the
expense of the territory and is a eood
opportunity for a peiton desirinif to
obtain a higher education. '
The young man will enter upon his
scnool duties in tbe fall.

usazlna.")

five-mil-

to have all the arrangements as nearly
perfect as possib'e, so that the various
events will take place with the least

Territorial Normal University at Las

Man's

And I made a jump for the cinder path,
I rolled like a log in a cataract, then, staggering to my feet,
I sat me down on a railroad tie, and my neive was gone complete.
The two red lights of tbe little caboose shrank into the distant night,
And I thanked the dark for covering up the Terror from my sight.
Dim woodlands haunted the
track like black clouds
dropped from the sky,
And over my head a screech owl whirled with a wild and dismal cry.
'Twas a
drill to the nearest town, end I hit a nervous gait,
And said to the operator there, "A tramp Ml und.jr a freight."
Ob, my chum cashed in like a feeble match quenched by a gust of wind,
Or as a flickering fire goes out which hoboes leave behind.
No more he'll stretch across the rods or cliug to the cramped brake-bea-

the slightly injured were able to continue on their journey later.
It Wb6 late last evening when tbe
track was cleared. Trains Nob. 7 and
9, westbound, due in Raton at 1:35
ODd 3:30 p m. respectively, did not
a
until 6 a. m. and 10 a. m. Tuesday, having been detoured via Pueblo
to Trinidad over the Coljrado. &
Southern tracks.

Vegas. This is a free scholarship and
in addition to the free tuition for four

Rallroa

RICH STRIKE REPORTED
FROM E'TOWN DISTRICT

fell between the cars,
and saw all kinds of stars.

Recent rains caused the track to
give way beneath the engine and the
baggage car and smoker received the
most damage. Practically all the injured were in the smoker.
As soon as word was received of the
accident, wrecking trains were dispatched to the scene from Trinidad
and Raton, accompanied by physi
cians from the former city. Those
seriously hurt were brought to the

mittees are leaving

"Th

NO. 24

I caught a glimpse of bis frightened face us he

gers Injured, Three Seriously.

REDUCED
THE RATES

for
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4e44-eSERIOUS ACCIDENT ON
CASHING-- IN.
SANTA FE LAST MONDAY

From the Raton Range.
Eastbound passenger train No. 8
on the Saota Fe was wrecked by
spreading rails at Earl station,
seventeen miles ea6t of Trinidad,
shortly after 9 o'clock Monday morning and as a result three passengers
were seriously injured and several
others slightly hurt.
There were several Raton people on
the train, but none of them were injured so far as could be learned.
Charles DeVore, of Pueblo, the well
known ball player of that city, who
played with Raton in the game here
last Sunday, was a passenger on the
train and was reported among the
injured, sustaining cuts about the
bead. He was able to proceed to his
home, however, several hours later.
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fideut of winning that tbey came here
with considerable money to put np
on their favorites.
As a result, however, at least $500 came into the
hands of tbe Raton backers, which
fact was duly celebrated by the
victors after the result.
Owing to a dispute in the seventh
inning regarding a decision of Umpire
Baldwin, the remainder of the g;nne
was umpired by Dr. Farley.
The fact that Raton has a bunch
that is putting up a pretty good game
of ball is beginning to be manifested
iirouud town and Captain I.easou and
bis men deserve tbe support of all
who take an interest in the national
Defeat game;
The local team has woo every
played
thus far this season.
game
of 7 to 1
AfterWhile watching the contest, a foul
ball struck a lad named Turner, living in East Raton, rendering him unconscious,
Dr. Dryden, who was
sitting beside the boy, gave all the
conscious for a while, but later reassistance possible. The lad was
covered and finished out the game in later taken home by his father.
right field. Fisher pitched the balance of the game and was in his usual
Raton Men interested.
excellent form.
A feature of the game was Smart From the Raton . Range.
of Dawson, catching a line drive and
Attorney H. M. Rodrick, of this
doubling a man on first. Sherry, city, representing himself and others,
Dawson's pitcher, who had been has become interested in the Silva
hailed as a wonder, failed to back up mining property, up Plawr creek,
all that had been said concerning south of Red river. Mr. Rodrick spent
him.
several days on the property last
Flaying was somewhat late in start week and is well pleased with the
ing, owing to a sudden shower, whicb, same and reports development work
however, lasted but a short while, tbe as progressing nicely.
game then being resumed.
The claim is reported to be rich in
The Dawson bunch were so con gold and shows signs of copper.

RATON WON INTERESTING

GAME WITH DAWSON
Large Crowd Witnessed Home Team
Sunday
Coal Miners By Score
noon Much Money Changed Hands.
From the Raton Range.
One of the most interesting ball
games of the season was played here
last Sunday afternoon between Dawson and Raton, the latter team
winning by a score of 7 to 1. Tbe attendance was large, the excursion
train from Dawson bringing nearly
four hundred people.
From the end of tbe first inning it
was seen that Raton bad the best of
the game aod in fact bad it not been
for a wild throw in tbe ninth inning,
Dawson would have been entirely
shut out of the game.
DeVore, pitcber for Raton, fainted
in the fourth inning and was un J

SECURES
BALL PARK
From the Raton Range.
There lias been sonic difficulty in
gettim; b;ie ball teams to come to
Raton because uf the inability to furnish them with a fact of land, properly fenced, with grandstand, etc.
After the I.as Venas team failed to
make arrangements to v'ay here, they
wrote Hugo Seaherg of this city, hoping that he had some suggestion to
offer that might still make their contemplated trip a success, but as there
was no place where an admission
could be charged for expenses, the
trip had to be abandoned. "
However, on Wednesday, Mr.
secured the consent of the Santa
Fe railroad company to use a suitable tract of ground free of cost, for
an indefinite period, with privilege of
fencing, etc.
It is hoped that the Raton organizations will avail themselves of this
opportunity
having
of
suitable
grounds close at home wher everybody can walk over and see the at
tractions. It is also fortunate that
the Santa Ke company have ground
almot right in the heart of the citr.
so available. The more accessible
base ball field is, the mote attractive
it becomes.
Sea-be-

'

Justice Court Briefs.

LEAD ORE THREE fEET WIDE

There has been considerable doing
in the justice court this week and

DISCOVERED BY WORKMEN IN NEW TUNNEL

if business keeps up the village blacksmith will have to install some chain

and a few book shelves.
Monday and Tuesday court had to
hold an evening session at the blacksmith shop of J. C. Wilson.
Monday evening the case of Stanley
Chase vs Eugene Kep for the killing
of a calf was proven to be a case of
mistake throughout and plaintiff waa
found Dot guilty.
The next case to be heard was that
and information of a reliable naof George Powell and Henry Wilson,
ture will probably appear in our two tramps who were held for
next issue.
to destroy railroad property
With lead encountered at the they attempting to burn a box car.
Both men pleaded not guilty ami
depth of the new tunnel, Raton's
were given f 25 and costs or thirty
future as an important CITY, of j days in the county jail. Later anthe Southwest is assured, and other George Powell, who has a gradthose with the real progression of ing contract on the Cimarron h
the city at heart will rejoice at Northwestern, came in and paid tbe
fine of both parties. They had be
i r
t 5Ui.il a pruspcn anu lurcsic icduny
working for him and tbe men were
the great future that the develop- released.
ment of such ore would materialize.
Tuesday the case of Clarence
inThis is the best news Raton has Haines for discharging
ever had and when the value of side the city limits was brought up
the find is fully established Colfax for bearing. Haines pleaded guilty
to the charge and received tbe fine
county will be the most desirable
imposed, $50 and costx, with a smile.
location in New Mexico, with
This should be a lesson to some

Important Find Made Thursday Richard Cline, Mining Expert,
After Examination of Property, Pronounced Find Most
Valuable Discovery of Mineral Made In This County.
From the Raton Range.
investigation yesterday of ihe tunA vein of lead ore three feet in nel and vein.

thickness was discovered in the
Raton pass on Thursday of this
reek. The ore was uncovered by
the workmen, and the formation
attracted the attention of the laborers in that portion of the tun
nel and the word soon went out
that a rich ore find had been made.
Much speculation was rife as to
the value of the discovery, and the
find itself was verified as of great
value by Mr. Richard Cline, a mining man of wide experience in lead
ores and who has for twenty years
been familiar with the geology of
this part of the country particularly, and who personally made an
-

Mr. Cline affirms the ore to be
lead, and says the vein is three feet
in thickness and considers it the
most valuable discovery of mineral
made in this county.

There has been numerous tales
afloat from time to time, of the
finding of lead ore in the various
canons in the vicinity of Raton,
but there has been no geological
report up to the present time that
has made mention of a possibility
of ore deposition in this neighborhood and these tales were given
slight credence
in. ' the ' past.
Mr.
Cline,
states
that the
tunnel workings have encountered

This seems incredible;
however, it is by no means imposn
sible. It is a
fact that
the country in the neighborhood
of the Raton pass has been considerably disturbed. Morley station, six miles south of Starkville
and nearly eight miles north of
Raton pass, has the same geological position which would indicate a considerable uplift in the direction of the Raton pass and that
this would culminate in the exposure of the granite at the depth
of the tunnel in the apex is not entirely impossible.
However, the
matter is beirig quietly investigated
c'
by parties eminently able to de- Raton as an immediate objective the local "gun toters" to leave th ir
.uukewagous at home iu the future.
termine the truth of the matter point.
gianite.

well-know-
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Louis and Allen Wright were
back to the lumber camp
where they worked.
As they were country-breyouths,
they took to the work naturally, and
Allen, although he had not yet come
to his full strength, speedily developed
15
DISPLAY
a surprising dexterity with the ax.
He could "lay" a tree within a few
Inches of where he desired it to fall,
and had been the Instrument of victory several times in lumbering
matches with rival camps.
It was late in February and still bitterly cold, but the deep snow was
packing and softening. In a few weeks
DEATH OF MRS. BOGGS,
The Albuquerque Evening Citizen
the ice might break up, and mountains
oí logs were piled upon the river in
in a recent issue published an article
entitled "The Blackest Blot on Our Wife of the Late Thomas C. Boggs, readiness for the drive.
About three miles before it. reached
Civilization,' ' by Minnie Maddern-íiske- .
Eaily Pioneer, Once Residents of
the shanty the river broke into rapids
The article reflects the auSpringer, Passes Away at
for about 30 rods before it fell tu- thor's views on vivisection, the cruel-timultuously over a low ridge of rocks.
Clayton, N. M.
of trapping and conditions in the
It was necessary to make a detotir
Connected- - with the very early his
cattle raising sections of the. country.
round this obstacle, and Allen went
ashore at a cautious distance from the
tory of New Mexico, and an associ
DELIVERED COMMENCE.
water.
Louis, however, remained
men as Kit Carson, Max
such
of
ate
upon the ice, walking almost .to the
MENT ADDRESS
Hon. II. J. Hagerman, former gov- well, Jesus G. Abrcu and "Uncle verge, and looking over Into the Inky
ernor of the territory, delivered the Dick" Wooten, was the late Thomas stream.
"Be careful, Lou! That Ice Is getcommencement address before the C. Boggs, who died a number of years
ting rotten!" Allen shouted, from the
colgraduating class of Colorado
ago at Clayton. For many years bank.
lege on Wednesday, June 12- "It's as strong as rock. Look!" anThomas C. R;ggs and his family
lie discussed the opportunity of
swered Louis, Jumping In his rackets
leaving
here
lived
in
about
Springer,
the college man in the public life of
with a heavy thud upon the anow.
He proved the reverse of what he
the United States and the need for fourteen years ago. Mrs. Boggs died
boncst men of high ideals and trained last week at the home of her daugh intended. There was a dull cracking
under the snow and a startled shout
intelligence in directing the affairs ter at Clayton, and the Clayton Citi
.
from the reckless
A great
of the nation. The address was an zen of June 7th, says:
"Mrs. Remaldo Boggs, one of the cake of ice broke off, drifting away,
inspiration to the man who has dated
with Louts standing upon it. He bal
to have ideals in this day of "prac- oldest and most respected citizens of anced unsteadily for a moment, stag
tical politics," and to the man who Clayton, died Thursday morning at gered, and plunged off with a terrified
cares for good government and hopes 5:4.!, at the home of her daughter, yell, going clean out of sight under the
,
lor - better, cleaner conditions in Mrs. F. I. Butch, aged 75 years, I icy water.
month and 17 days.
The cake of Ice drifted over the
American public life.
Mrs. Boggs has been failing in rapids and broke
up.
Allen had
health all year and Wednesday after scarcely had time to move before his
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT INVITED TO CARLSBAD noon her heart action became weak brother reappeared, struggling feebly,
and
almost paralyzed by the
The manage, s of the Carlsbad irri- and refusing to respond to all stim- cold evidently
By good fuck he
immersion.
gation celebration, to be held July 3 ulants finally ceased, snapping the managed to catch the top of a pro
auid 4, have sent to President Roosc-el- t silver chord of life.
jecting rock at the head of. the fall.
by special messenger a silver
Rcquim mass was sung this mornand there be clung, driven against the
tablet bearing an invitation to the ing at 9 o'clock at the Catholic church rock by the force of the current
"Hold on a minute, Lou! I'll get
celebration. The messenger is I' G. for the repose of the soul. The fun
Tracy.
eral services were held at 2:30 this you out! screamed Alien, frantically,
The invitation is engraved on a afternoon at the church conducted by Louis turned a blue face toward htm,
'j ,
without answering.
solid silver plate, five by seven inches Rev. Father Dumarest and the re'
Allen could think of no plan. He
in size, and sets forth the objects of mains were interred in the Clayton shouted encouraging
words without
tie celebration the commemoration cemetery. The floral offerings were knowing what he said, while his eyes
u the first delivery of water in the many and beautiful and showed the roved desperately up and' down thS
tooth est from irrigation works con- love and esteem in which the de- snowy shores In' search, of gome ta
structed under the provisions of the parted was held by her hosts of splratlon.
If he bad only a rope, or anything
act of congress, approved June 17, friends and acquaintances.
to make a bridge and then his eys
Mrs. Boggs' life history is so closevjo2.
upon a tall dead pine "stub," bark
ly alied to that of the history of the fell
less and almost branchless, standing
KEW CHAIR CARS FOR
territory that it cannot fail to be of
back from the stream. '
THE SANTA FE interest. Born in 1832 in the pictur fewIt feet
was long enough to reactfto the
The new chair cars on the Santa jcsque little Mexican Pueblo of Toas Imperiled youth, If It could be felled
e now being delivered to the system
the northern part of the territory, so accurately as to lie close beside
ave attracted much favorable atten- - she grew to womanhood surrounded him. Hut a foot or two"above or be
They are neat in appearance by the pine clad Rockies and her dear low him would make It useless, and,
lion.
airy and sanitary and their chief
native people until, in her fifteenth to aim too closely would be to run a
risk of crushing the boy under
is the electric lighting
summer a young man, who had come deadly
Long lines of handsome electric west in the employ of. the Hudson the falling trunk.
By "a queer vagary of his excited
chibes directly above the car seats Hay Company and who having fallen brain
he remembered William Tell
an either side supply the illumination, in with Kit Carson was scouting and the apple. He would have to per
beof
in
the car
the rear
the regular
along the old Santa Fe trail, stopped form a somewhat
similar feat of
ing so arranged that half or all the at the little village, met Miss Remalmarksmanship; but It was the only
fights may be turned on. The cur- - do Luna, who soon became Mrs. chance that he could think of. He
rent is supplied by a motor attached Thomas C. Boggs.
Soon After her plunged through the snow for his ax,
wallowed back to the dead stub, and
iircctly to the car axle. One in- marriage occurred the "Bent
began to chop.
feature is a light on each sidc sacre" in which Gov; Bent, then gov-fIn the need for action his nerves
the vestibule of the car which is crnor of Colorado, and w ho was a grew suddenly
cool. The feat was a
turned on by opening the outside brother-in-laof Mrs. Boggs, was more delicate one than he had ever atio..r and extinguished by the closing shot alul CXpired j her arms.
tempted, and his brother's life hung
f the door.
X11L. youn
people went to Califor- - upon his steadiness of nerve and mus-cle. But he cut quietly and without
The company is gradually doing ja
vt.,i a mm,bt.r t,f vcars
away with the gas illumination," said Los Angeles, returning about 1X76 haste. The great yellow chips flew,
Santa Fc man last night. "With to Las Animas, Colorado, and later and a wide notch grew in the trunk.
In a few moments he shifted to the
Hie elimination of the gas tank under locating on the Tramperos
where other side, cut another notch, and
Itts car the chance 01 fire in a wreck they lived for many jcars bringing up sighted for the probable
direction of
, practically
eliminated.
The car the orphaned children of Kit Carson, the fall of the stub.
hiM vr- - art. so arranged that if turned who was also a brother-in-law- .
It was the critical moment. He
titrro'etely upside down it is practiFourteen years since they came to sighted again most carefully, and cut
cally impossible for the coal to es- Clayton, soon after which Mr. Boggs out a few small chips here and there.
The stub tottered. It was standing
a wreck it is nearly imposst- - died and Mrs. Boggs has
cape.
since made poised upon a thhi edge of unr ut wood,
ifclc
to keep the gas pipes or tanks iu.r 1(,H. wj,, UT onv cl,;,.- and he stood behind "It and pushed,
irom bursting or springing a leak
Mrs. Boggs was related to some of cautiously, and then heavily.
The electricity eliminates tins danger, the oldest, families in Xew Mexico,
The tall trunk wavered, and the
further, while the electric equipment sonic uf whom live in this county. fibers snapped loudly, It hesitated,
&nr a chair ear costs about $750, it is The former Boggs
home in this city bowed, and Allen leaped away from
cheaper than the gas. The gas is is now the residence of I). A. Clouth-iethe butt.' Down came the' pine, roar-'n-g
through the air.
quite likely to leak at all times slightthe couple leaving here in about
Ii crasnea Into the water with a
ly and generally makes a slight odor 1W1, mighty wave and splash that hid boy
in the c; r "
In the death of Mrs. Hoggs anothand rock, and Allen had a moment of
The new chair cars are as com- er is removed who was closely conhorrified belief that his brother had
binable as can be f. a.rd :n the west. nected with the early history and
been crushed under It. A moment
Sixty-threhave just been
for
of northern New Mexico. later he saw that Louis was unhurt.
ttlie company.
But the tree had actually grazed the
FORTUNE FROM ADVERTISING rock, it had fallen within 'eight inches
FAITHFUL WIFE TAKES REof the bov'g body,
T.
Barrett, onc of the chief
MAINS TO LAST
It made a perfect bridge as It lay,
s of the Bears' Soap concern,
RESTING PLACE which has stient $15.000.000 in ad- but In his nervous reaction Allen was
Ulmiiierqtie N'. M. The remains vertising, is emphatic in expressing almost too shaky .to walk the trunk
oí James li. Billingslea. a prospector his conviction that advertising io the and pull his brother out. lie did It,
he got him to land he
ho with his companion, William best kind of commercial investment. although, how
never quite knew. Louis was almost
ftlel.aughlin. was shot and killed in
"I cannot understand how the quesunconscious, and his wet clothes froze
tlie Manzano mountains, about thirty tion can be debated," he said. "Why Instantly Into a mass of tee.
miks from Belén, N. M., on Septem- the fact that advertising pays is as
He would certainly have lapsed Into
ber
last year, were brought to clearly demonstrated every day as sleep and died, but Allen piled the
Albuquerque a few days ago by A. that the sun rises. Select the proper pine chips about the slump and bad a
Borders, an undertaker, who left here medium, advertise intelligently, and Ore blazing In a few seconds. The dry
stump burned like pitch, producing a
Thursday morning to secure the your fortune is made.
furnace-likheat; and Allen partly un,'y.
"Vou must have new ideas
the dressed his brother and rubbed him
Mrs Billingslea, widow of the mur- changes of fashion.
I spent $030,000
hard with snow. Under this heroic
dered prospector, who has been work-wi- in advertising in one year, and it
treatment Louis came back to painful
in the Trinidad office of the Col- paid as well.
consciousness, and the fierce heat from
orado Telephone company since the
Good goods, gnod advertising and the pine did the rest. But it was sevoíate her husband'
murderers were plenty of it is my advise to ambitious eral hours before he was able to resume the tramp, and It was dark when
sentenced to death, arrived in the commercial men."
they reached the shauty. Youths'
city this afternoon from Trinidad on
Companion.
tie limited. She at once made,
Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Presto have the remains takIt will cost you just two dolAs the Evolutionist Figures It
en to their old home in Warrensburg, lars a year. Address the Cimarron
Impudence becomes sang froid after
IIo., tonight for final interment.
Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M.
Its possessor has about f 100,000,
snow-shoein-

matter January in,
Entered aa Secoud-rlte- s
under the art of Congres ol March 3, 157.
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THE

DIRB0FOR"S"
carefully compiled

Is
and contains a complete alphabetical list of business firms, corporations and private citizens of the entire
county; a miscellaneous directory of city,
1

schoolandcountyofficials.banks.churches.
schools, secret and beneWlent speiétiésí labor organizations, á córriprehénsive description of the resources and development of
the county and the various towns, and a
Classified Business Directory of the Business Firms and Enterprises of the"County
?

Th Book

Contains 230 pages and is well printed on
good paper, and is substantially bound. It
will tell your
friend or customer moré about Raton and Colfax county
than you could write to them in a week's
time
out-of-to-

wn

he Price is but Sl.00
and is the lowest price ever put on such a
Directory. Mail your order with 10 cents
for postage and the book will be mailed out
the day the order is received. Yovi cannot
invest a dollar to better advantage than to
send the directory to your
patrons or to any interested person, or those
you wish to interest in this progressive town
and county. Let your order reach this office at once, that you maybe sure to receive
a copy while the supply lasts.....
out-of-to-

wn

THE RATON
PUBLISHING
CO.'
RATÓN,
;

NEW MEXICO.

FOR HOME
DAINTY UNDERWEAR
MAKE.

New Governor of Jamaica.

SEWING

f

IS EASY TO

For those who have the time and
are fond of sewing, the making of fine
underwear Is really a most delightful
and fascinating employment.
Unlike
making frocks, blouses and such "out
side" garments, which are apt to pre
sent a good many difficulties in the
way of fitting and the adjustment; of
the trimmings, fine underwear merely
require
dainty workmanship "and
neat sewing, as the fitting is of the
simplest and, with the aid of a good
pattern, is hardly considered.
Of course, the tops of petticoats,
yoke bands, etc., are best adjusted

Mill
Sydney Oliver, who has been appointed governor of Jamaica to succeed
Sir Alexander Swettenham, was born in 1859, graduated at Corpus Christ!
Oxford university, and In 1882 entered the colonial office. In
6
he was
to the figure: but corset covers, nieht- - he was acting colonial secretary of British Honduras, in
gowns and such garments can safely auditor general of the Leeward islands and was later private secretary to the
I
arl of 8t borne, secretary of the West India royal commission, colonial secoe made to measurement, without retary
of Jamaica and acting governor of Jamaica. In 1898 he was sent to
any preliminary "trying on" at all.
Washington to assist in the negotiation of reciprocity treaties on behalf of the
Combination garments are extreme-- - West Indian colonies.
ly popular, one or two of these being
shown in the illustration. For
GUINEA PIG SERUM EFFECTIVE.
the second - sketch shows a
corset cover and drawers In one, a TO LIVE ON LONE ISLE
Antitoxin Which Destroys Spotted
most ' comfortable and graceful garFever Germs Found.
ment. This model is planned to do
away with the. separate skirt, thus
New York. Dr. E. Simon Flexner,
avoiding any bunchiness about the PROF. WATSON, SCIENTIST, PLANS
of the Rockefeller. Institute tor Med.
hips. CRUSOE ADVENTURE.
ical Research, who has been searching
French nainsook was used for the
for a remedy for cerebro spinal mengarment pictured, the trimming consisting of German Val.' insertion and University of Chicago Instructor Will ingitis (spotted fOTer), believes he is
near the goal. Ia tracing the viruTake Up Residence on One of Tor- e Ige. A corset cover and skirt comlence of the disease and to discover a
tugas to Study Strange Bird
bination is also much liked, especially
check he has used innumerable mice,
with princess gowns of thin materials.
for Carnegie Institute.
guinea pigs,, rabbits and monkeys. A
These are so cut that the fastening Is
practical antitoxin will be brought out
Chicago. Robinson Crusoe's adventown the middle of the back, this
fastening also being seen in some of tures on his desert Isle in the Pacific as a result of tha research, it is
Ihe corset covers designed, for wear ocean are to have a sequel In real hoped.
Dr.
Flexner Iwlieves that fresh
life. Prof. John B. Watson, a member
.Vlth thin summer (towns.
of the psychology department of the guinea pig serum can destroy all the
Fine longcloth and cambric are
used for petticoats designed for University of Chicago, left (he other germs present, with the important
shall not be
ordinary wear, although the very day for a desolate and uninhabited provision that
Isle in the Gulf of Mexico, where he too great.
elaborate ones with
The serum that may be used as an
scallops or elaborate trimmings of will live, attended only by a servant,
antitoxin is near the point of complelace are usually of nainsook a ma- in the Interests of science.
His destination is not recorded on tion. Should another epidemic occur
terial which is also generally used for
many maps, the island bjing out of It Is believed that the researches of
night dresses.
the path of commerce, unpeopled, and Dr. Flexner will assist the medical
Fig. No. 7 shows one of the
styles, the gown being made so for the most part barren of vegetation. profession to a most decided degree
that It can be slipped on over the It Is a member of the 'Dry Tortugas In taking care of It and preventing the
head, so that no other opening Is nec- group and Is 70 miles ofT the west usual large percentage of- mortality,
The beginning of Dr. Flexner's work
coast of Florida. The nearest point
essary.
Dainty
was after the cerebro-spina- l
meninscallops finished, the edges of the accessible to the Island Is Key West.
Prof. Watson's purpose In his visit gitis epidemic during the winter of
neck and sleeves, and little eyelet
holes were embroidered below the to the island is to study a species of 1904 and the spring of 1905.
In the period of the epidemic there
scallops about the
t
neck, birds believed to be extinct in many
through which wash ribbon was run. parts of the world, and of rare value were about 4,000 cases. The deaths
numbered 3,429. The percentage ol
SciThe yoke of the gown was inlet to zoologists and psychologists.
was 73.5. This tremendous fadeaths
repeated'
observahave
made
entists
with curved pieces of Valenciennes
insertion, these lace sections being tions on the islands oft the east coast tality caused scientists all over the
worked Into the design in hand em- of Florida, and expect rich findings by world to take up the subject of finding
a remedy.
broidery, used as a decoration. The Prof. Watson.
The germ has the remarkable name
Little is known of the birds which
yoke was joined to the lower part of
dipiococcus Intracellularis. Every
of
study.
he
will
is
It
believed
those
that
gown
by
the
fine entredeux.
The other sketches shown in the which nest about the island have kept experiment seemed to show that Its
plate depict several pretty designs for away from mankind for centuries, and life Vas short. It was also shown that
trimming underwear. Fig. 1 shows a his observations may solve some of the germ was to be found in the nose
and pharynx and hence easly comcorset cover cut in one piece, the ma- the missing paleontológica! links.
For a long time these birds have municable. It was found later, howterial being straight in the middle of
the back and bias In front. Round excited wonder among zoologists, and ever, that although the germ In itself,
no attempt has been made to study without attention, might be of short
medallions combined
with
Institute life, under certain conditions Its
Insertion of Val. lace were them until the Carnegie
used as trimming, the neck and asked Prof. Watson to make the In- period of existence was not limited by
vestigation at its expense. The psy- a few months. Cold is deadly to it
sleeve holes being finished by
beading
and Valenciennes chologist set out with all the knowledge about the birds attainable, but
WEIGHS "SOUL8" OF ANIMALS.
edge.
Fig. 3 shows a French chemise he declared he knew almost absolutely
Scientist Finds Mice and Kittens Are
and scalloped and nothing about them.
Lighter After Death.
Watson
note
re
Prof.
has
attained
a
trimmed with
little fine lace about
tha edges of the neck and sleeves, cently by his experiments with white
I.os Angeles, Cal. Prof. H. LaV.
while Fig. 4 shows drawers of nain- mice. He has worked to prove that
they have an extra sense not found In Twining, head of the science departsook trimmed with round medallions
has made a
of batiste and Valenciennes Insertion. man. This is a sense of direction. In ment at
number of experiments that apparto
feeling,
sight,
addition
smell,
taste
A full
ruffle finished the
ently confirm recent reports that othand hearing.
hem In shallow scallops.
He obtained a leave of absence from er scientists hava determined what
No. 5 shows a corset cover which
they consider tl') actual weight of t
closes down the middle of the back, the university and will be gone for a
human being. ProX. Twining began hU
while No. 6 pictures a very attractive length of time. Ho took with him a
experiments on mice, kittens and
man to cook and ear for his experiEmpire chemise.
grasshoppers. Ha has found that a
mental luggage.
distinct loss of weight follows the
A New Fad.
death of each of these creatures.
PEG RECALLS OLD CUSTOM.
Miniature pepper trees, that give
In conducting his
Investigations
quite a Japanese effect, are a new fad
Prof. Twining usad a balance which
Coufrom
Heads
of
Quarreling
Hair
and one that la decidedly unique.
records the minutest deviation in
ples Plugged In Tree's Heart.
They are six or ight Inches high
weight. Four pans of sulphuric acid
and the tiny branches extend in an
were placed neat to eliminate all
Greenfield, IniJ. After four
umbrella shape at the top. The leaves
'
moisture.
are thick and a dark waxy green in boards had been taken, off an oak log,
A living mouse was placed In a Florsawmill,
James
at
Webb's
a
walnut
color, while the blossoms are little
wag found, ence flask and hermetically sealed
pods,' exact reproductions of the red peg, an inch la diameter,
Into the The total weight was 12.886 grams
where
had
it
driven
btea
and green peppers, that may always log.
The ,eg was a foot long and Upon death tha Weight was reduced
be had at the markets.
A kitten which
the hean of the big log where, 3.1 milligrams.
These little plants are effective, reached
been driven weighed. 288.1 grams, as it was dying
It
Is
It
had
estimated.
either singly or arranged In a group, probably 75 years ago.
At
end of suddenly lost 100 milligrams, and at
in a
basket, tied with rib- the peg was a coll of black the
long its last gasp it lost 60 milligrams.
hair,
bons in the new bronse shade.
Mr. Webb has endeavored
and
sllker
They are particularly suited to the
Convicts to Live on Molasses.
to learn the history Of the log, but
Beldermaler work, . now so fashion- to no
New Orleans. Nine negro inmates
avail.
able, with Its stiff, quaint little pots
Old people of tha neighborhood are of the parish Jail will be used by the
of flowers, and the touches of black
opinion that the coil of hair state board of health In a
of
and brown In contrast to tha Dresden wastheplaced
there In accordance with test to learn whether sugar molasses
colorings.
a prevailing custom of .pioneer times. as it bas been manufactured in LouThis custom provided that when a isiana is Injurious to the human
For the Restless Child.
man and wife could not get along or health. Sulphuric acid Is used in the
It is very tiresome to find children agree, instead of separating, as in Louisiana process, and the use of
unwrapped and as cold as Ice when
was recently stopped undei
hese di ys. the neighbors cut a lock
they have been in bed a short time
'
hair from the head of each. A hole an Interpretation of the pure food law.
to
know
how
as
well
Is
can
this
be
It
"s then bored In a nearby tree, and The experiment consists In feeding
prevented. Sew a piece of. tape on
looks of balr driven to the heart the negroes plenty of molasses and
top
of the quilt and
each side of the
walnut pin
After this it was making blood tests. President Iron,
i.
then tie to the cot aides, and the little
H the fu.iple would live happy of the state board, said that no possiosea will then be found to. be always
ble harm could eome to the prisoners.
Jcr.
wrapped up, and a warm as toast.
col-le-
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CRACKSMAN

would suspect Lieutenant
James Larkin of the Chicago detective
bureau of having once been a safe
blower. He does not look the part.
He played the role of cracksman on
ene occasion, nevertheless, and If you
pin him down to it he'll admit that he
can do as neat a job on a "box" as
any "pete man" in the business.
The lieutenant, who has the reputation of knowing more safe robbers
than any other thief catcher In the
United States, received a telegram one
day in July, 1903, from the president
of an express company asking htm to
go to Philadelphia, where a test was
to be made of a "burglar-proof-"
safe.
A few weeks before that the expresa
company had installed a safe on one
of its cars running out of Chicago,
which the manufacturers declared was
practically burglar-proof- .
An order for
several hundred of the safes was
about to be placed with the manufacturers, when the one that was made as
a sample was blown by train robbers
near Davenport, Ia. This, of course,
canceled negotiations toward the letting of the contract, but the safe manufacturers pleaded for time in which
to make another strong box that
would withstand the assault of all the
burglars in the land.
The express company was as anxious to get a burglar-proo- f
safe as
were the manufacturers to make one,
so the officials agreed to equip all the
company's car,s with new safes if they
proved to be impervious to train robsafe was built for
bers. A four-totha experiment, and, as hundreds of
thousands of dollars depended upon
Its being able to withstand the attack
of cracksmen, expense was not spared
i a its. manufacture.
At last It was completed, and the
manufacturers notified the express
company officials that they had succeeded In making a safe that all h
couldn't open unless the combination
was known. The president of the express conkpany, wbo, by the way was a
United Slates senator, began to look
around for a handy man who understood the gentle art of cracking a safe.
He asked a few senators and soma
congressmen if they knew anything
about the business, and one or two of
Falling to
them became Indignant.
get. any Information on the subject at
Washington, he wrote to "Billy"
explaining what he wanted.
The noted detective answered the senator's letter, recommending Lieutenant Larkin as "the very man for the
job." A day or two later Lieutenant
Larkin received a telegram from tha
president of the express company urging him to start Fast at, once. The
message advised him to "see William
Plnkerton and he will explain."
Packing his "kit," or his satchel,
rather, the lieutenant caught a train
that nl?ht and was in Philadelphia 24
hours later. The safe was waiting for
him; so was the manufacturer and the
officials of the express company. The
lieutenant examined the strong box
with the eye of an expert In such matters. It was made of 12 thicknesses
of steel.
"Any tools you want, lieutenant,"
said the president of the express company, "you can buy and have the bill
sent, to me."
"I don't need any tools," said Larkin
scornfully. "All I want Is a couple of
old gunnysacks and some 'dy'."
"Some dye?" queried the president.
"What do you want of dye?"
"I guess you don't understand me,"
said Larkin. " 'Dy' U what the 'pete
Is
men' call dynamite.
'soup.' I'm going to use 'dy,' as I like
it better than 'soup,' and It Isn't so
dangerous to handle."
"Oh, I see," remarked the president,
winking at the other officials. "You're
going to use 'dy' as you prefer It to
'soup.' Every man has his likes and
dislikes."
The safe was loaded on a truck and
taken to Washington Park, a pleasure
resort a few miles outside Philadelphia on the Delaware river. On reaching the park the lieutenant took off
his coat and vest. It being an extremely hot day, and he then consulted a
little book entitled ."Safe Blowing
Made Easy," of which he Is the author.
"I had 60 pounds of 'dy' with me,"
r.'.i the lieutenant In telling the story
it detective headquarters the other
lay, "as I thought best to have enough
In case the first attempt was a 'fluke.'
Taking 15 of the Bticks of 'dy,' I laid
them on top of the safe and then fixed
my fulminating cap, attached to an
electric wire, which I ran for a distance of from here across the street.
After this I filled the two gunny sacks
with sand dug It right there In the
park and laid them on top of the 'dy.'
Then I says to the bunch: 'Now, get
sack to the tall grass and don't come
jp till you see me at the safe again.'
"When everything was ready I goes
to the end of the wire and pushes the
button. There was a tremendous explosion that shook the earth, and that
'box,' which the manufacturer said
was burglar-proof- ,
turned inside out.
It was the prettiest job of
I ever saw. There Isn't any of them
that you can't blow if you only know
how. I used to know, but I forgot"
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General Merchandise

Our Motto; "Live and Let Live"

.' No one

Trying On and Fitting, So Necessary
for "Outside" Garments, Have No
Place in the Fashioning of
Fine Lingerie.

best-like-

J. R. Charette

A DETECTIVE

"

SEASONABLE GOODS

:

Men's 6ne ribbed underwear,, good warm goods, the kind
usually sold fer $1.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at

85c

MEN'S BOOTS

$6.00 grades iu cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
and good styles, we are selling for

$4.50

MEN'S OVERALLS

Best heavy drill, without bine,
oc gruue , we want
to wear 'em per pr. 50c

8iuo

FINE GROCERIES

7C

pair at

&

CANNEDGOODS

Our line of groceries is well selected, and the prices are lower than
manv towns farther east. In caDued goods and fancy groceries
our Hue is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
Creamery Butter at 35c per pound
Our warehouse is full of
,
.' feed, hay aud grain, and the prices are very low.

& Bro.
J, R. Cimarron,
Charette
New Mexico
WONDER.

C. O.

I

t
Co. t

N.F. WONDER.

Wonder Trading
CIMARRON, N. M.

Fancy Groceries and Fruits,

Meat svnd Vegetable Market,
Ice Cream, Tobaccos.
Confectionery and Lunch

h A

taii niPFIt
WW. I

""laVa

r

STABLE

47

SUPPLIES

tVOKKMtlOKE

QLSURt-AN-D

AXLE GREASE.
HARNESS OIL. WHIPS.
CURRY COMBS.
í I ALTERS, BRUSHES, SWEAT COLLARS, and also
warrant m atUfactory
BICKMORE'S GALL CURE, which
I

Care for Galls, Wonnd. anil Sores npon anímala

LITTRELL

BROS.,

:

Cimarron,

;

N. M.

BANK of SPRINGER
NEW MEXICO
SPRINGER.
GENERAL BANKING
Capital Paid Up

BUSINESS DONE.

$30,000

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Blackwell, President
S. Flokrsheim,
D. J. Devine, Cachier
M. M. Salazar
R. E. Alldrkdob
O. VV, Gillespie
C. N.

NEAREST BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON

Nltro-glycerl-

Remsberg Mercantile
i
Company
.

Wholesale Grocers
We are prepared to ship inmediately straight or mixed cars of any.
thing in Groceries, Flour, Hay, Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt jMeats,
Lard.

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given tp our Orders

Raton.

New Mexico

The Lobby Saloon

i

Gafe

CHARETTE & BRACKETT, Props.

:?

....Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard...,
Room in Connection.

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

five-week-

Arithmetical History.
teacher was instructing a class of
young pupils In history, says a writer
Bulletin.
She
In the Philadelphia
asked one of them how many wars
England fought with Spain.
"Six," the little girl answered.
"Six," reteated the teacher. "Enumerate them, please."
"One, two, three, four, Ave. all,"
said the little girl, cheerfully and
A

RICH STRIKE MADE IN
RED RIVER DISTRICT

stringer that panned from)
to $300 in gold to the ton. They
expect to cut the main vein in ten to
E. P. Westoby and Al Hedges, fifteen feet.
This property is a free milling one.
owners of the Wtllard mining prop- and the owners have an arastra in
erty in the Red River district, are connection with it that has ground
elated over a recent strike made by out considerable gold from the veils
on the surface.
them. A few days ago they cut
two-inc-

$2oo
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Calcium Carbonate
Calcium Sulphate calcium chloride
Magnesium Carbonate
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Colfax County, New Mexico, lies alogn the
of a gently sloping Pinon Hill at the edge of the
heavier timbered foot hills on the Southern Slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of the Main Range.
Cimarron boasts of a climate unequalled elsewhere in
America. The summers are never too hot and the winters, while
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It is a beautiful and
healthful country to live in. The scenery in the moun'ans is
magnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover
of outdoor life.
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
the Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying
that "the last is always the bestr the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has secured the
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad
has shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of
Cimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
it for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that
has every resource one could ask.
Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to
become a good business point:
Cimarron is the
and has the shops of the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be
the
and have the shops of the Cimarron & Northwestern Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large
sized town.
Cimarron is the
and the seat of operation of
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Timber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increasing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other
resources this business would make of it a city.
Cimarron lie? in the center of the best cattle range in all the
world. Here the cattle escape the killing effects Northers of Texas
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the Northwhere every animal must be fed from $5.00
to $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses, and
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no
other industries to draw on, it would be a cattle town of several
thousand inhabitants.
Cimarron lies midway between the greatest Coal fields in
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The
coke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
miles or less, making it the natural location for smeltof twenty-fiv- e
ers which will mean rich returns from the ore that with the facil-tie- s
for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good returns even when shipped to distant smelters.
To the East and South are thousands of acres of rich alluv-- al
lands that only need the application of water or the skill of the
dry farmer to make them one vast garden spot. The soil is a deep
and needs no fertilizing other
sandy loam, with a clay sub-so- il
than that furnished by the waterfrom the mountain streams.
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val
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ley on similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
World's Fair at St. Louis.
To the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
streams of pure water, at once suggéstive of cheap power and of
irrigation. Cimaron lies midway between the sources of these
streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in, as do many
towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron & Northwest-

ern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
its supply of timber products from Cimarron.
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron. Everywhere along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assuring a never failing supply of
concrete the building material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
few miles of the town and there is clay for brick and limestone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
Another railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
direction and coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
take years to work out. Timber of the finest quality in such
quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
to Cimarron.
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abundance. Cement Rock, Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Sand, Gravel, etc., all within easy reach; cattle by the thousands on every side grazing the finest ranges in the world.
It would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perhaps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building material,
etc. Other towns have only the impetous arising from the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural resources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet prosper with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
twenty-fivmiles of Cimarron.
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
Cimarron has around it not one, alone, but every resource
that one could ask. Coal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron,
farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and building material of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor because development has only just begun.
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Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any locali- ty in the world. Following is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R. VV. Hunt & Company:
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
HOLD LONG SESSION

the clerk instructed to issue warrants
in payment of same:

corn-Air.-

National Bank of New Mexico, balance dneon special bridge atTaylorfs.iiAl 7!
3d 70
Raton Pub Co., county printing
1 00
The Optic, legal blanks
Marion LiUreit. jailor and guards'
1
40
salary, etc
..
t4 5040 Ibartr
J. W. Hwearinger, livery....
Fred Muller abstract tor assessor
t 2U
Chas. A. Law, abatract lor assessor,.".
"5
W. A. Btalr. stationery
1! 00
J. W Smith, care ol smallpox case
t 00
J. C. Oale, repairs on Jail
S6 00
Minen' Hospital, care ot pauper
it 00
r. C. Bake, care of smallpox patient.
10 00
John Joeins, special service....
3 00
Frank Oliver, hauling garbag
izens and tax payers from Johnson Raton E. L. and P. Co., light for court
55
37
house
Mesa, precinct No 21, appeared befees,
sheriffs
deputy
Douglas
Wright,
in
to
the
fore the board objecting
21 0
precinct 12
crease of the assessment made by the Douglas Wright, deputy siienrra teea,
10
assessor on graziog lands in that precinct 12.
Douglas Wright, deputy sheriff fees.
to
the
appeal
precinct, and made an
1!
,
precinct 12
4 50
hnarrl that the assessment be made Douglas Wright.deptity sheriff's rees..
2T 40
s fees.
on the same basis as of the previous Douglas Wright, deputy tosnerltt
quarantine
T B. Hart, M. D., visits
such
to
objected
72 00
yeir. Th assessor
station
reduction being made on the grounds Marlon Littrell, sheriff- fees and ar
1S 30
that the assessment was made in E.rests
30 05
O. Twitty. offlce supplies
asfor
the
law
the
5 00
strict obeyance of
W. L. Popejoy, repairing bridge
presessment of such lands as passed W. J. Popejoy, repairing roads,
1
S3
upon by the Territorial Board of E.elncl
00
P. O'li ell. election services In 1906...
Equalization and requested that the 8. H. Rogers, labor on roaas witn team m w
4 jO
Abe Oreen, labor on roads
assessment as made by him stand.
13 00
Hugh McKee, livery bill
z w
The board took the matter nnder Raton Pub. Co., printing
and legal
advisement and discussed it in full Reton Pub. Co., printing
:
l 00
blank.,..:
1 00
and after several hours discussion a Woodward 4 Nutting, stationery......
18 0
majority of the board decided that. Ben Cockrell. guard at pest hbuse
guard at pest
the lands were assessed according to Miguel Archuletta.
33 m
house
law and supported the assessor on E. W. Burch, amount advanced ror
"0
guard at pest house
the assessment made, and the re00
1
Tel. Co.. rental of t lephouea
quest of the. committee for said re- Colorado
50
7
jail
Johnson 4 Fry, supplies for
duction be and is hereby rejected.
Hobbs Hardware Co., supplies for
,
- "I s.
court house
In the matter of the repairs on the Rush
Lumber Co., supplies tor
8
:
public roads in the county, Hon. E. bridges
N. Burch, commissioner, makes the J. C. Taylor, mileage as county com
io oo
missioner
following report:
Remsberg Mero. Co , supplies for road

r?

3

all other eoutk carea are constipating

Irowne-Manianare- s

ere made:

raises

The following

PBECINCT NO 1.
Co.. improve-

-- ...
ment
Mm. John Uallaisher. cattle
Martin (iraney real estate.
Martin Orauey, cattle
J. C. Jackson, real estate
A 4?. Jackson. Improvements
rKO.INCTNO.U
nnw P. Abbott, cersonal property
rtoeraheim A Abbott, aheep
riiirralielm A Abbott, rattle

PRECINCT NO.

o
00 00

00
500 00
VO 0"

V9

SCO

00

1?.

w
00

00

1.0

erty

1,000 00

PRECINCT NO. 1.
Springer Land and Irrtgatiou Co.,

.

LOW 00

eatate....'

ringer Land and Irrigation Co.,
Improvements
Springer Lend and Irrigation Co.,
ineep.....;

W0

On

00

:

PRECINCT NO.

22.

W

Jolin Fanning, real estate
W. W. Wilson, real eatate
franclsiiltaO. Mures, sbeep
Severo Martinet, aheep

00

500 00

1,730 00
1.W0 00

Torre, aheep
J. B. Torre, cattle

H75

X B.

00

430 00

PRECINCT NO.

That he had visited the road between Cimarron and Elizabethtown
and found that the road from Cimar-- '
ron to Cte Park in very bad condition
and in need of . immediate repair, and
he thereupon authorized H. H
Hankins to make the necessary re-- ,
pairs on said road.
- The road
between Uts Park and
Elizabethtown was found to he in
very fair condition with the exception
of three or four bridges and he instructed Geo. Spinner, of precinct 1,
to repair same at a reasonable cost.1
Ihe road between Elizabethtown and
Red River needed repairing and that
with an expenditure of $125 said road
could be placed in good condition;
the board instructed the clerk to is
sue warrant to Mr. Burch in the sum
of $125 for the repair of said road.
Mr. Burch also reported he was
now repa'ring the publio road leading
from Raton to Brilliant.
It is hereby ordered by the board
that the treasurer is authorized to re- ceiv? from Ellis Jones, the sum of
$.'5.06 in payment of taxes assei
asrainst lands situate in ectious 14,
15 and 22. township 31 N. R. 24 east
acres, and sold to thtbeing ninety-sicounty by tax sale certificate No. 523,
the same being taxes for the year 1S90,
The board then adjourned to meet
Thursday, June 6, 1907.
.

S,0M) 00

Veslrterto Lone. sheep
J. li. Torrea, cattle
PRECINCT NO.
McCloud 4 Hama, real eatate
Max well 8upply CoM personal prop-

i ra!

00

12

J. H. rionthlcr. realeatate
PRECINCT NO,

0

12.830 00

'

S3,

iucy M. Stonebreaker. real estate.... 173 00
Jessie Ashbaugh, of precinct No. 1,
was allowed exemption on assessment
wade against him for year 1906, and
the treasurer instructed to make
accordingly.
The exemption on the tax return of
11 n. Eliaileth Abbott ic precinct No.
9, for the year 1907, was not allowed
ky the loard, and ordered stricken
loin the said tax return for said year

x

1907.

The board then adjourned to meet
Tuesday, June 4, at 9 o'clock a. in.
Tuesday. June 4, 1907.
Thu board met pursuant to adjourn
Hint, present the saaie chairman,
ommissiouers and clerk as on yesterday, and proceeded to canvass the regiros of precincts No. 6 and 20, and
tile following raises were made:
PRECINCT NO,.
krtiger.
l6rt
provements

Snnte Kruiier,
proremrnt

real eatate and Im

I

WO

no

estate and tin

l

m to

Thaa. Klovd. Mr., real estate and liti

provetnents

SNi

on

7l.na. r'ltxslmiiions, personal property
1. E. I.you. real estate and improve..

menta
pavid Howarth (out), rent estate and
improvements
niel Troy, real estate and improve- menta
srrTmy (nut), rial estate and
his

,

tydta Turner, lu..v
J. W. Hlnnock,

reul

eue

r.

PREC1 SCT NO.
fred Bohr, real estate and Improve

menta
B. Lyon, real
ments
e:r. (larris,
mints
Frank Brannm,
provement
A. J. ilroullet,
provements
Oro. W. Mackle.

"0
CO

0

"M

as)

on

10

ou

30

nw

and

John W. Thomas, real estate and improvement
a, ,T. 4 H. V. Ry. Co., personal properly

I, .TOO io
0,100 oo

in)

on

100

w

8.1

00

estate and Improvereal estate and
real estate and

Im-

real estate and

Im-

100 00
I

00

I'D

(10

personal property

and real esUte
I. A. Dunker, real estate and
provement
Frank Hennlng, real estate and
provements

im130 00
Im1O0

00

The exemption on tax return of H.
A. Dunker was ordered stricken off
the return. Board adjourned to meet

Tednesday, June

5.

Wednesday Jene 5, 1907.

Ike board met pursuant
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CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
.

General Contractors

Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory

S. E. PELPHREY
Geni Manager

1

Cimarron. N. M.

.

400
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espacUlly those containing opiatos,

Tastes so good
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SOLD BY CROCKER BROS.

Equalization of Tax Assessments Principal
Business Transacted Commissioner.
Durch Presented Report on Roads.
The Honorable Board of County
Commissioners of Colfax County, New
Mexico, met in regular session at the
ourt house in the city of Raton, N.
M, on Monday, June 3rd. 1907 at 9
'clock a. m.
C. Taylor, chairman;
Present-- J.
E.N. Burch, and David Crow,
E. G. Twitty, clerk.
called to order by the
was
Meeting
lerk.
The minutes of previous meeting
ere read and upon motion duly seconded, were approved as read.
The board then convened as a
oard of equalization for the purpose
of considering the tax returns for the
year 1907 with the assessor presen,
nd upon his recommendation the following raises were made on there-turn- s
for the year 1907, and the clerk
instructed to notify the tax payers so
wised and that tbey could appeal
from such raise when the board met
in ngular session on Monday, J uly 1,

H1

TAR

AND
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MOTE PUG
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to adjourn-

ment, present the ame chairman,
tuoimissioners and clerk as on yesterday.
A committee) of representative cit

Thursday, June 6.
The board met pursuant to ad
journment; present, the same chair
man. commissioners and clerk, as
on yesterday.
The following bonds of road super
visors were examines, approved and
ordered filed, and the clerk ordered to
issue certificates of appointment:
Norman Bartlett, Precinct No. 10.
Geo. Webster, Precinct No. 3.
Henry Butler, Precinct No. 14.
The following justice of the pear e
reports were audited, approved anü
ordered filed:
T. L. Kinney, Precinct No. 13.
Chas. M. Bayne, Precinct No. 6
Masn G. Chase, of Precinct No. 3,
Cimarron, was appointed by the board
as road supervisor.
R. P. Butler was appointed justice
of the peace for Precinct No. 14, and
H. P. Butler as constable for said
preciri't. ond they to furnish bonds as
rqtiir. ! bylaw for their respective
otlicea. to be approved at the next reg
ular lifpting of the board.
Owiug to the resignation of E. P.
McGuire. constable of Precinct No.
23. at Kcehler, Mr. Wm. Bolden was
appointed as constable for said precinct and to furnish bond as required
bv law, to be approved at the next
regular meeting of the board.
The clerk was instructed to adver
tise for bids for the construction of
pile and truss wooden bridge across
Raton creek within the limits of the
city of Raton, the location of which is
to be selected by the city council of
the city of Raton and the board of
county commissioners.
Mason G. Chase was appointed as
road supervisor for Precinct No. 3 to
work the roads north of Cimarron and
south of Dawson, be to furnish bond
is required by law to be approved at
the next regular meeting of the board.
The following bills against the
county were audited, approved and

IS
outfit......
ty of Raton, proportion of expense
373
smallpox cases
4
Ihoe. Ooln, ltvery
' 10
R, M. Rogers, labor on roads....'
staWill Alarld, labor at quarantine

60

C

,
lion
Thomas Romero, guard at quaran
tine station
T. B. Hart, M. D., care of small pox

00
50
20

48 75

-

.,.....,.

eases...

00

56

H. Fisher, surveying road, precinct S
Raton Fuel Co., coal for cou t house...
Fucate-FrFurniture Co., burial of
paupers
Gate City l,umrer Co., lumber tor
bridges
A. R. Stretcher, professional services,

I

00.;

E.

47 05;
90 00,.

I

y

45 00
40
2 00

pauper,.

achroeder Drug Store, medicine for
paupers.........

-

10

Sandusky Stationery Co., stationery.. 10
P. Co., lights for court
Ratoh E. L
18
house
5
John Hlxenbaugti, stamps, etc
22
E. N. Burch, expenses viewing roads.
;r
E. P. MCiutre, deputy snerlfl fees
20
David Crow,mlleage as commissioner
(Jeo. J, Pace, stamps, eto.,.for office
4
use
'
A. F, Nalle, deputy sheriff fees
85
Wm. Howard, extra Janitor service...
10
S. O. Sullivan, deputy sherifl lees
E. ft. Buteh. advance for repair of ' '
public roads
'

'

'.

70
00.
00
85
3

00
10
50
00
00

prosperous as now,' said Mr. Prewitt yesterday, "their range is good and
their corn is fine. They are as prosperous as they ,have never been. The
Navajo makes blankets when he and
his squaws cannot do anything else.'
He is rich enough this year without
doing anything at all, so long as the
flocks are looked after, and as a result there aren't, any blankets. The
Indians are learning modern methods
in farming and as a result of this and
of favorable conditions, the reservation, is prosperous as it has never
been before.

SchroederTs DrUg Store
r

baton. New Mexico

-

1

'

'

Arti

For anything you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet

cles, etc.. Our Stock ia complete and our Prices are right

$

Special attention "given to Optical Work, iand Satifsaction
Spanish Spoken
Always Given.

jj

Manager

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts

00

No further business appearing the
board then adjourned to meet July 1,
'
A. D. 1907.
Chairman.
TAYLOR,
J. C.
Attest.
E.G. TWITTY, Clerk.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following real estate transfeis
have been recorded in the office of
the county clerk since the last issue:
May 21 Frank Politka to Albert
Polifka, lots 16 and 17, block 14,
North' Side addition to Raton. Con
sideration SI.
May 28 Frank N. Romero to VV.
C. Wrigley, !ots 4 and 5, block 5, of
Maxwell East addition to Raton Consideration f 200.
June 10 John Ferris to Charles M.
Bayne, lots 9 and 10 and portions of
lote 8 and 11, block A, Wiseman addition to original townsite of Raton.
Consideration fl.
Dec. 11, 1906 Elmer E. Studley to
George T. Peart, portion of township
31, range 25 east. Consideration
$1,000.

April 27 Juhn Morrow to Wade
Brackett, 314 acres in tornship 27,
range 25 east, Consideration $1,120.
April 27 John Morrow to Wade
Brackett, 160 acres in township 27,
range 25 east. Consideration $480.
Aoril 23 Conception Sanchez to
Dominick Cansan, 160 acres in town
ship 28. range 27 east. Considera
tion $275.
June 4 A. H. Officer to D. Sandoval, lots 6, 7, 8 and 9, block 16, North
Side addition to Raton. Considera
tion $260.
March 27 William Messer to Mrs
Emily Sweeney, lot 25 and portions
of lots 24 and 26, block 1, Messer addition to Raton. Consideration $100.
NAVAJOS ARE PROSPEROUS.
The scarcity and high prices of
Navajo blankets this year is explained by Robert C. Prcwitt, recently of
San Juan county and now of Albuquerque, to be due to the exceptional
prosperity of the Indians. Mr. Prew-it- t
has come from Farmington to
join his brother, Joseph Prewitt, in
the management of the business of
the Colorado National Life Insurance
Company in New Mexico.
"The Navajo have never been so

"The reports of damage to the San
Juan county fruit crop have been, conI believe
siderably exaggerated.
there will -- be fully u third of a crop
of apples and thesf. will be unusually
The peats and peaches are
fine.
gone, but the small fruits' I think are
quite safe.",
Mr. Prewitt was for some time edr,
itor and marager of the
he having consolidated the two
papers. He has been a resident of
New, Mexico for more than twenty
years. Albuquerque Journal.
Times-Hustle-

J. D. STEVENS.

JOHN WHITLEY.

WHITLEY
1

"

L

Successors to Littrell

STEVENS
&

Livingston.

;

'
:

! fine Wines, Liquors, Cigars, etc.

Cimarrón
;

LUMB ER CO,
Wholesalé and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Build-erX
Hardware

s.

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON.

N. M.

News Notes From

Maxwell City

Springer Stockman

OLD MAN JESTER

ARMY.

Live Stock

Cupid Sa a

..ective Recruit
We had a nice rain Saturday afterLEAVES (VICHI lA
noon and an other one Sunday night
animation, and all from boys under
Mrs. Ed. Sproull spent two or three
"The love affairs of the very "young
days visiting friends in Eaton last men or Kansas City must be tn t Remarkable Story of His Long and
Springer needa jeweler and watch
Mrs. Whittworth
and daughter,
innaDDV Life Can Past last
deuce of a state," said Lieut. Roger O
maker.
Lulubell, mother and sister of Mrs week.
Mason, recruiting officer. "To-da- y
Days In Peace.
we
E.
F.
O.
E.
Finley
of
Brown
city,
made a business trip nave
this
Cattle Inspector Keenah is at home
came in
bad 12 applications for enlist
Wednesday from Oklahoma and ex to Raton last Monday.
fpr a few days.
nient, eight passing the physical
Ueorge Crocker was in the city pect to-- make their home in this coun
Peace ai d comfort are in store for th
who could not get the consent of
Mrs. M. J. Atwater spent part of
try. Mr. Whittworth has sold his last week
from Wagon Mound this week.
their parents to join the army. That last days of Alexander Jester, the man
SOLD
with relatives in Raton.
indicates that 12 young men who had
The addition being built to the resi- Oklahoma farm and will be out to
who
was
indicted, tried and acquited
Mrs. Annie Donnely, and MissGus- - tiffs with their sweethearts now are
dence of Louis Garcia is progressing locate in the fall.
'
8ie Williams spent last week at tte looking for lives of adventure and for. the murder of Wm. Gates, brother
On
nicely.
Wm. Holmes returned home Tuesdanger to make them forget their of John W. Gates, millionaire.
The angler still goes out to the lake day from his trip up in Canada and a Brackett ranch.
Jester,
troubles, and
Mrs. William Mayo, of Cbico, is young women incidentally to make the until two months ago, was a resident Parties wishing to buy or sell either
after bass, and right along he man visit down in Oklahoma, being abfeel sorry when they
atoen or Keal Eslate, will
ages to land a few.
sent over six weeks. He spent twenty-- visiting friends in this vicinity for a see the brave heroes they have of Wichita, now has a pension of $20
do well to call on or list their
Mrs. Emilio Valdez and Miss Vic one
days in Calgary, Canada, and few days.
scorned marching jauntily, clad in per month
property or stock w ith me
and a good farm in Mexico,
blue uniforms
toria Abreu left Monday for their vis two weeks down in Oklahoma, in
and brass buttons, upon which to depend.
Al aster Juliu.s Brackett of Trinidad,
while
all the girls look on lost In adit at Fort Scott, Kansas.
g
the former on a
expedi
is over here to spend his vacation on miration.
This was a case of national- import Proprietor of the Hartley Meat Market
Edward Keenan is carrying around tion and at the latter visiting relatives
aitats lor stile by the quarter
ance that affected one of Sedgewkk
the
ranch
with
his
grandparents.
"Experience
has
shown
that the
;
a pair of big hands on account of be- and friends.
at all times
county's
oldest
reason
young
settlers.
mala
men of good famManuel Valdez went to Sanchez, N.
ing poisoned by ivy vines.
Wm. K. Irwin of the Vandorita
ilies find for wishing to enlist, in the
in the early seventies Alexander
Herbert Warner, who has been up country, brought to Springer Monday M., last Monday to visit his mother, army is because
of affairs of the heart Jester was a resident of Sedgwick
at Dawson for the past six weeks, re- sixty-nin- e
head of stock horses which who is seriously ill.
which bave turned out badly. Occa- county.
In some way he secured a
N. M.
turned to Springer Tuesday.
he had sold to C. E. Hartley. He re
Mrs. Rease Stubblefield visited rel sionally a wish for what he believes freak Buffalo calf and made a busiNicholas Krannawitter is at
will be a career full of excitement or
turned home Wednesday. Tuesdav atives on the Vermejo several
ness of taking it around over the
days a boy's
where he has, charge of the assisting in branding the animals,
natural wish to be a soldier
week.
last
country
for exhibition.
.
.
...
.
t
It was whilemakes
young
r
the
menwTio are under
Postal Telegraph-Cabl- e
company's
tne backward season,
age enlist, but usually 'it is the heart- Alexander Jester was on one of these
Charlie
Miller,
who
raises
fine
such
office and business.
Mr. Irwin says everything looks
expeditions that he met Win. Gates
Miss Maria Parrish returned home good in the southwestern part of the vegetables at the Maxwell farm, ppent ache." Kansas City Journal.
near Nevada, Mo.
several days of last week in. Springer,
last week from Topeka, Kansas, county,
Gates was traveling in a wagon over
IN
THE
NATURE
OF
PICKUP.
Miss Bessie Jackson went down to
where she has been attending school
N. R. Heath of Neodesha, Kansas,
the route to California for the pur
Black-smithin- g.
for the past year.
was in Springer last Saturday and Las Vegas Sunday, to attend the sumWoman Wanted the Express Charges pose of benefitting his health.
He
Tomorrow is Children's Day at the Sunday.
Mr. Heath is seeking in mer 8chool;her mother went down
Saved to Store.
Wagwas well equipped, driving a fine team
M, E. church, and in the evening, ex- vestments in land and this is his
sec with her and will return today.
of horses, and having plenty of money
ercises appropriate of the occasion, ond visit here. He went south Sun
A young woman entered a store In
Miss Avis Blewett came home Satand provisions for his journey. Near
which will be interesting, are to be day but expects to return and look urday from Chico,
where she has been Washington and bought a smoking the time Gates and Jester met, Gates'
held.
jacket.
you
"Of
course
pay
over some propositions of interest to attending school since the close of
will
the body was found in a
the express charges on this for me?" she
river. The head
New-RigG. H. McCartney of Vandoritas, him with a view of making some in
term at Red river three months ago.
had been severed entirely from the
said, with a winning smile.
was in Springer Monday, accompany- vestments. He has recently disposed
body.
Everything pointed toward
to Or"Certainly,
Mrs. A. L. Mix spent several days
madam,"
replied the
ing W. K. Irwin down with a bunch of his business and other interests
of last week in Raton, where she is clerk. "We will pay express any Jester as the murderer, as he had the
of stock horses which were sold here. n Kansas
Horseshoeteam that belonged to Gates.
where within 100 miles."
J. W. Jenkins and Mrs. C. C. ColJ. R. Whitworth returned from a having some dental worn done. She
"What
will the express charge be to
was
Jester
imprisoned
and
arrested
lins expect to leave the first of the trip into New Mexico last week and must go back this week for a few das Blaakvllle,
ing.
Work
W. Va.?" she asked.
in the county jail at Nevada, Mo., but
week for Denver, and during a weeks will close up his business here and and Mr. Mix will accompany her as
"Never mind how much it will be
he escaped by breaking jail before
absence will visit a number of Colora will return. He has become a mem he don t like baching.
said the clerk. "Whatever it may be, the trial occurred.
Nothing more was
points
and
friends.
do
ber of the real estate firm of Finley
The Santa Fe company is putting the amount will be paid."
heard of him for many years, alCharley Miller was in town awhile and Montgomery, of Springer, N. M
"Hut I want to know the cost," she
some good concrete bridges near
though search was made by J. W.
persisted.
this week from the big Maxwell farm and will soon be telling a scary story in
W. F. Martin is in charge of
here.
"I would have to 'phone the express Gates, brother of the murdered man,
eighteen miles north of here. Of all of New Mexico as he can tell of Ok
the gardners known of none we know lahoma. John is a hustler,, and we the work and has just completed one, company to get it. Why are you so who is now a millionaire, president of
the American Steel and wire company
He has orders to put ic four more.
anxious?'
of are better than Charlie.
wish him success in his new home.
"Because I am going to Blankvllle, of Chicago,
J. W. Gates has been
Several parties came down from Quintan (Okla.), Mirror.'
The eighteen-month- s
old child of
I will carry the package out there making
AND- and
untiring
efforts for almost
Raton and Trinidad the latter part 01
The Misses Josephine and Eugenia Mr. and Mrs. Wiebo Smith died at myself and deliver it. I want yoa to
years
thirty
to
apprehend
Jester,
but
last week for the purpose of catching Koy of Roy, accompanied by. their their home near Raton last Thursday, deduct from the price of it the amount
had never obtained the least clue as
a few bass.
The weather being un cousins who have been visiting them and they brought the body here Fri you would have to pay the express
to his whereabouts.
favorable their luck was poor.
for sometime at their Roy home, day for burial in the family lot. A company." IVnd then with the sweeChas. Simmons was sheriff of Sedga a
L
t
test of smiles she added, "Remember
-- L
Mrs. W, L. Sever and children ex- Misses Reevis and Madaline Kelly of
large number of their friends met
wick
county iii'1887. .He received a
saying
of
good
tile
old woman
the
pect to leave today for Richmond, Mora, came up from Roy last week them
at the train and attended the Let nothing go to waste.' "
letter from the sister of Jester, which
Missouri, where they will visit for and are spending ten days at the
funeral.
stated
something to this effect:
about four months with relativés and home of D. J. and Mrs. Devine in this
"I am living at Shawnee, Okla.,
Wines,
King Alfonso's Full Title.
We notice that the county commis
friends, Richmond being Mrs Sev-er- 's city, all expecting to leave for Mora
King Alfonso XIII. Is said to be the with my brother, Alexander Jester,
former home.
Monday where the Roy sisters will sioners have recently appointed a lot
who is a murderer. He is guilty of
Mrs. Arron and son are recent ar- visit a few days before returning to of road supervisors, andjhope it will only man who was ever born a king!
A posthumous son of Alfonso
XII., murdering Wm. Gates, almost thirty
rivals here from New York, their in their home. They are a lively bunch be the duty of one of them to look who died in November, 1885, was
born years ago,
tention being to make their home of girls and have enjoyed their visit after the road where it passes under In May of the following year and was
Jester had assumed the name of Hill
here.
StJ
For the present they are at in this city immensely.
,
the railroad track midway between Immediately proclaimed king under after he had escaped from jail and had
home in the J. M. Allredgc"residence
James W. Kerr of. Ottawa, Kansas, here and Spriuger. There are 150 or the regency of his mother, who was located
at Shawnee, Okla.
No one
an Imperial princess of the bouse of i
on Cimarron avenue.
is holding here three cur loads of
..
. .
t
200 feet there that is a disgrace to Austria.
He was the third child of mere Knew nun, nut lie uvea in con
During warm days the big bass horses which he brought over in Rio
Colfax county, and there is no way his parents, the two infantas, Mer stant tlread of being brought to tria!
are still biting at the Springer Lake. Arriba county, driving them here for
having been by Gates.
cedes and
But several days have been windy shipment to his Kansas home, ex- possible to pass around it.
born in 1880 and 1S82, respectively.
Hill had married and had raised
Zwier
Daniel
returns
this
week
Thursfrom
However,
and unfavorable.
pecting to load them today.
Mr.
The full title of Alfonso XIII. Is
family of sliildren, but at the time of
day was a nice day and Douglas Kerr met with an accident at Taos Grand Rapids, Mieb., where he is
his arrest he was a widower and was
Wright and Willie Kremis landed a which pained him considerably, and taking an eight-yea- r
king of Spain, of Castle,
course in a minliving in a small house with his sis
40 miles east of Springer,
in consulting Dr. Hopkins here it was isterial college. He has finished his of Leon d'Aragon, of the two Sicilies,
nice string of them.
ter, each having an equal share in it.
2000 acres for sale. These
Attorney W. J. Eaton and wife of found that he had sustained a broken fourth year, and will return in of Jerusalem, Minorca and Maporca.
alias Hill, was going to get
Jester,
lands are part of an estate
Seville,
Valencia,
of
CorGalicia,
of
Clayton, who have been at the Jemez rib on the left side. He is a boy- August. He spent last year's vaca- married again and told his sister that
and must be sold. Also
Hot Springs for some time, were in hood friend of the editor of the ion teaching in Iowa, thus it has been dova,ofGibraltar, of the Canary Islands,
and
the East and West Indies, be- when he got married she would have
many other small tracts
the city a short time Wednesday fore- Stockman and the meeting was one two
years since he was home. He sides which he bears numerous ducal to leave the place. This so incensed
noon while on their way home. They of much pleasure to both, as old
hopes now to finish in the seventh and archducal titles. Harper's Bazar. her that when she was cast from her
made the round trip in their
events, old acquaintances and old
year, and since he possesses grit and
me she notified Sheriff Simiii'.ns oí
friends were talked over and about.
End of Pullman as a Feudal City.
this county.
moral worth he will succeed.
George M. Pullman's dream of a
Sheriff Simmons at once gave this
The Maxwell City saloon was doing model city has at last vanished in
places. They go without the thought
SPRING EH, N. M.
THE GRIST Of Llft'S MILL
of despoliation. Some folks have the business last Sunday by way of the thin air. His vision of a Utopia for information to II. C. Lockwood, then
city editor of the Kagle. Mr.
instinct to go
back door, just as if there was no law laboring men is shattered. It Is a
J. MARVIN NICHOLS.
notified John W. Gates of Chic- Some folks are with their religion against it. And this is not the fir.it thing of the past. It was the supreme
and
steps were taken immediately
igo
of
court
punctured
Illinois
that
the
just like a kid with a big fire cracker time either. It is shut up tight just
Are you facing the wrong way?
When it begins to sizzle they don't before court is about to convene. But bubble, and the town of Pullman, fa- to have Jester arrested. Millionaire
mous the world over as an Ideal Gates took the matter personally in
Try but d'.n't try the wrong thing. know what to do with it.
why can't this man be made to obey manufacturing town, takes its place charge, and with the aid ot the I'mkA drone in a hive is sure to get
as
grass
two
or
one the law during the
just
Dlaues
other
other months in along with the numerous
rtoii force, went to Shawnee, arrest
Will have a car load of Fruit
stung.
t Her than
the other spring from the year. An open
Chicago, and Its Utopian
d Jester and carried him off to Ne
in a little suburbs of
Sunday
Trees from Star Nursery
pxisteiice comes to an end. To he
He who sees only the seamy side the same seed, that long will there be
place like this means much agaiust
Co., Quincy, 111.
::
;;
sure, the red brick city remains, with vada, .Mo.,, without ever waiting fi r
men who tower above their fellows
of life is already dead.
the morals of the young. Hand-ca- r
12,000 Inhabitants, but the great extradition papers.
its
generation
One
where
must
start
Yesterday is dead there may nevWhen Jester came to trial his tit
Pullman" company does not own It
the other stops. Thus are we to be lands come in here from adjoining secer be any tomorrow for you.
as It torney made the idea that there was
tions, and with the scum of this place "rom center to circumference,
approaching
forever
di
that
A merchant has no more right to
nce did. One by one the tenants are a 111,111 who was poor anil had lived an
vine event toward which the' whole ind the eurroundiug country, they buying the cottages aud dwellings In
bulldoze than he has to doze.
,
The above will be on sale on
Irink and carouse on our streets, some the town, and It will not be long be- upright life fur thirty years. Now lit
Misdirected ambition inevitable creation moves.
was prosecuted and persecuted by a
and after March 1st.
::
::
I have noted some strange things of them getting so drunk thsy cannot fore the 2,000 houses will be sold.
failure; that's the tradegy of life.
nan who was fourteen times a mil
in the ebb and flow of the nation's .valk without help. Mr. District At
A rapturous kiss, the wedding bells,
ionaire.
grata financial
Adversity torney, won't you do something for us?
Some Hood Pune.
heart.
, no more women's clubs.
a
The jury was only out a short time
causes men to combine their inter We can furnish you the evidence;
The punning preeminence of Hood
Set your mark so high that if you
and brought in a verdict of "not
vas
blgh
appreciated
quarters.
in
In
prosperity
somehow
leads men plenty of it.
ests;
Dixie.
tf.
please yourself others must be pleasSPRINGER. N. M.
Chatswnrth's splendid libraries, on the guilty."
to individualism.
ed.
here
winter
spent
ir
p;ist
the
Jester
lummy backs which veil the imitation
borne men nave such a ravenous
Ambition to reach a given goal carioors, one may see specimens of his old home county. When the last
C. M. A. Ball June 22.
for publicity that they would
caving
Hood's little jokes. Here are a few-- Re Li ingress passed a bill raising the penries with it the capacity to attain that
S. BROWN.
commit suicide readily if they were
The C. M. A. boys are making exveridge on the Beer Act; Wren's sions of (dd soldiers, Jester got a raise
end.
dead
read
they
would
get
to
sure
the
Voyage
to
the
Canaries;
Minto'e
tensive
for
preparations
another of
As the exactions of conscience inIn March a son oí
to $jo a mouth.
press notices that appear in box car heir popular dances tobe given at Coins; Horn Took on Catching Cows;
crease the possibilities of happiness
who lives at Moriarty, N.
Jester's
Macadam's Rhodes; Bramah's Rape
headlines.
N. M.
the old mill hall on the evening of of
decease.
the Lock; Inlgo Jones on Secret Méx., informed his father that a claim
Clifford Grove spoke truly when he
vicinity
in
J
The intellectual development .of a
that
that
une 22.
filed
on
could
he
Entrances; Esterhazy on Spring Fogs;
said that cowardice is the millstone
nation is to be estimated by the value
The dance is to be' given by Hugh Dyspepsia and Heartburn, by the would make him a comfortable houu
most men's necks. The maaround
Bishop of Sodor; Skye, by McCloud; for the remainder of his days.
it puts on human life.
jority of the people are laboring at Strivens, alias "Sapbo." Music will Dibdln's Cream of Tar. Such pleasMost men are mongamists because
While here Jester lived at the Arl
Wagon Bud Carriage Works.
be
by
furnished
the
Cimarron
string antries seem just a
their present tasks because they are
trifle odd when ington Hotel and mail addressed U
each woman firmly believes in havBuggies and Spring Wagons
Invitations
have
band..
issued
been
dn
anything else.
you remember the priceless volumes
ing one husband. At least, theoreti- afraid to try to
built to order. Horseshoeing
md everyone will bs expected to be on the Chatsworth shelves. London him is still received here. Wichita
cally.
(Kan.) Eagle.
and General BLtcksmithing.
Chronicle.
there, so don't miss a good time.
Success lies as much in discovering
Excursion from Dawson.
the things one cannot do as it does in From tht Raton Range.
A Vanishing Lake.
The Great Heron Muit Go.
FOR SALE.
finding those things possible in their
Fresh evidence of the disappear
As a' result of the excursion rates in
The great heron Is not the only one
A brand new rooming house and
C. ALKOBD
attainment.
force from Dawson to Raton and re- - restaurant property in Cimarron, is of that family to subsist on. a fish ance of Lake Tchad in Central Africa
lately been accumulated. Capt
Attorney-at-La- w
ra on Sunday, a train of six coaches paying $900 per year rent now and Isdiet, but out of over a dozen species It has
so, we'll read thes'e long drawn-ou- t
Boundary
the largest and most gluttonous of Tllho of the Anglo-Frencbought
be
for
In:an
$4,500
cash.
Rooms 6 and 7, Rotb Block
m
over the RockJ Mountain
Commission says that the form and
t Its kind And wlthmif n atnpla rrt.am.
murder trials until we unconsciously caa
.
vest your savings and make 20 otr I
..
.
.,m..
road
Sunday
noon,
lake
of
area
the
undergone
have
bringing
nearly
great
make heroes out of thugs and bums.
ent interest on your money from the I able and grotesque manner it swallows changes since the explorations
o; RATON.
NEW MEXICO
Honesty is the best policy I four hundred excursionists from that
Barth and Nachtigal, 40 to 61) years
start besides getting the benefit of a flsb. Louis Read, the
camp.
The
ball
game
was the
When
don't believe that, always.
the increase in the price of real tstate.
suggests in Recreation that ago. It is now navigable only In cer
gets to be a policy it ceases cipal attractujrt for many of the vis- The company's object in
steps
be taken by followers of tain places, and boats frequently run CON
should
DALY
selling
is to
itors, although soaie of them wan- put
ground. The tendency seems to be
to be any longer a principle. See?
the money into other buildings Izaac Walton to see that the lawWe all have more or less of the dered about town, taking in the sights for the accommodation of r.ew comer makers of our various states should toward the development oí
rast
CIMARRON, N.M.
,
Bohemian inclination. vCuriosity fre- - and greatly ' enjoying themselves who are arriving in town every day. pass laws that will give the needed marsh on the site of the , lake, al
though
ago
century
a
half
Contractors
great
and
Its
Builders
quently leads men and women of un-- 1 Some of the party remained here until or further particulars address. Cim protection from these destroyers of wave tn stormy
weather gave it tbe
our game flab.
'
Stone, Brick and Adobe. '
sullied reputation into' very .strange Monday.
arron Lumber company.
aoDearance of an ocean.
Estimate on application.
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LOCALS and PERSONALS

BEADS ARE SMART

S EVER.

Are Worn with Almost Every Variety
of Costume.

Beads are having a renewed run
in fashion's favor. . They are worn
in
was
Cimarron with more discretion
Joseph Brick attended the ball work at Kobler,
than was often
game at Raton Sunday, and reports a Saturday, making a final settlement. displayed in the course of the vogue
his
make
Raton
Mr.
to
Lark
intends
of a similar whim a few years ago.
very good time.
headquarters in the near future.
Long chains are not now
but
Jim Livingston made a business where he will figure on some large merely necklaces. Just enoughused,
to falf
"trip in Raton Tuesday and returned contracts for the Raton Fuel com- prettily on the bosom. Coral, which
is tolerably expensive, is first favorhome the same dav.
pany.
the new coral necklace is of round
ite;
Leonard
John
Work on the new
C. 1. Lewis, representing the Mc:
beads carefully graduated.
residence was started last Monday. Caskey Register company of Alliance,
The handsome Japanese coral is a
Let the good work go on.
Ohio, was in Cimarron Saturday and novelty; It is susceptible of a high
Frederic Whitney returned from bunday demonstrating
their new polish, but is not pink, coming in a
scarcely tinted with a faint
been
which
is
said
has
he
system,
credit
to be white,
Raton Tuesday, where
pink shade.
transacting business for the past few one of the best in the country for
Ordinary colored glass beads when
doing away with the many disadvant used must be chosen to match, the
days.
ages of the old style of bookkeeping. color of the gown, or to harmonize
A nice, warm shower paid us a

!

(TJ

semi-fittin-

j

IU7INERAL LANDS
Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

'

Gold Silver Copper
Iron

correctly therewith; and the appear
ance of such a necklet is improved by
a cut crystal being strung between
each of the colored beads.
Gold beiads, graduated in size, the
largest, of course, In front, are most
pretty on fur, and as these beads are
hollow, the cost of such a necklet
is not high. Those who possess, the
gold beads once worn by their grandmothers are most lucky.
Beads are also seen made up in the
guise of tiny nets for the hair, set
upon gold threads. If delicately done
these are charming. They may not

The household furnishings of S. O.
short visit Sunday afternoon, and aided greatly in settling the dust in these Wonder which have been on the road
for the past month arrived this week
parts.
Arkansas. It seems no idle
from
e
Town-iitE. H . Fisher, engineer for the
dream
about the trains in Arkansas
Moncity
the
in
arrived
company,
day night and has taken charge of the being slow. Mr. and Mrs. Wonder
will reside in the small dwelling
work here.
Dedman of the formerly owned by Wm. Marling.
Superintendent
C. F. Renisberg, E. H. Kinney and
railroad,
was in town
Rocky Mountain
Monday, looking after business in- Mrs. Remsberg made a pleasure trip
Tuesday from Raton to Dawson by
terests heré.'
way of Koehler and through Cim
the
There was a large party from Cimin one of the Sperry automo be worn by every one, however. As a
arron
a
game
ball
attendingt
the
arron
rule only the very youthful looking
Kemaruably good time was charmers may safely employ them.
biles.
Raton, between Raton and Dawson,
made'on the trip. The party left here
,
last Sunday.
NEWEST TAILOR MADE SUITS.
for Raton about 2 o'clock, expecting
J. D. Stevens, of the firm of Whitely
Mr CtAr..o
loft TimcHaV 1HF Q fnm t
French Tussore Excellent Material
!
and a half hours
for Outing Wear.
,
biued business and pleasure trip to
Baseball
root
has
taken
practice
Maxwell City.
French tussore, which is much handagain since the defeat of Dawson by
somer, finer, and with a greater sheen
Uon. Charles Sptess, district attorRaton laBt Sunday. The boys have than the other rough silks, is the meney from Las Vegas, is enjoying a
been out this week hard at work mak- dium for some tailor made suits, the
few days' outing at the Chas. Springer
ing a few changes anu putting the fin- most conventional having a kilted
ranch east of town.
jacket, double
ishing touches to the whole team. skirt with a
' Mr. Masten and family, of Cbico,
There will be little doubt as to the breasted, and of moderate length.
might be said to be the
Were in town last week visiting at the resu't of the game on the Fourth with While this
favorite, model, some tailors favor the
home of Henry Livian. They re- the Gate City club. Well, here's luck tight fitting coat.
turned borne Monday. A dull rose tussore silk is made
boys, go after 'em bard.
coat and skirt with no retailored
Some of the construction camps on
Fire was discovered in a lxix car lief except large pearl buttons and an
paid
&
Northwestern
tile Cimarron
standing on the Rocky Mountain sid- pdjustable lingerie collar of embroidoff the boys, making things quite
ing, at 9 o'clock Monday morning, but ered linen. This Is a charming coslively in and about Cimarron.
was extinguished before any serious tume for outing wear, where extreme
Sam Collier, chief clerk to Chief damage was done. It was learned serviceability need not be considered.
Engineer Allen, of the Cimarron & later that the fire was caused by two Add to it a panamá hat turned up in
front and decorated by a wide scarf
Northwestern R. 15., was in town on graders who had a little more than of 'soft taffeta matching the pink of
Monday aud Tueiday, taking in the was good for them, and had acci- the hat. With a blouse of sheer white
'
.
sights.
dentally set the car afire. The local baciste, with pert lace edged frills,
f
you have a French version of the
E.
Quality
Supt. Dt'dman aud
justice was easy wi h them and let and
o.tllng costume. The scarf trimmed
passed through town on a special them off with a fine of $25 and costs laaania is a youthful type of hat, but
train Monday, bound for Ute Park or thirty days in the county jail. The it can be bent and draped into
and it is a particularly
on an inspection trip. They returned fines were paid and the men released.
piquant and natty hat to wear with
to Raton that night.
Long chiffon
a morning costume.
FOLSOM
Captain "Toinmie" Brooks, who
scarfs knotted behind and fulling over
Miss Trail has returned to her the shoulders often are substituted for
presided )ehind the stick for Raton
the scarfs of silk.
last Sunday, spent Monday with his home in Missouri.
Mr. Wenger, Miss Lucy Creigliton,
old friends at Trinidad and returned
DESIGN FOR WATCH STAND.
and Mr. and Mrs. Murray were enborne Tuesday evening.
at dinner Wednesday by Wood Foundation With Silk Worked
W illiam Brtiggeraian
and George tertained
Mrs. Rook.
in Ribbon Embroidery.
Doyle, of the Colienta ranch on the
Dannie Wenger is down from TrinVermejo, were in town looking up old idad and will spend several weeks
Two pieces of thin wood about five
inches deep and 3 wide are used as
friends the first of the week, returning with frieds in this vicinity.
foundation for this pretty little
Lome Tuesday morning.
Mrs. Hard Sumpter was in town, the
stand. The lower one forming the
formWednesday,
on a shopping trip.
The lyng distance telephone
foundation should be well sandpaperMrs. Thorp, who has been spenderly located at tlie store of the Cimed to make it smooth, then stained
either dark green or brown. The uparron Mercantile company, was mov- ing a few weeks wilh her daughter-in-laMrs. Samuel Pauley, near Ken- per piece that forms the rest for the
ed this week to the store of the Cimton, and who returned to her home watch is covered with Bilk worked In
arron Stationery company.
here Sunday, was obliged to return ribbon embroidery.
&,
The work on Duckworth
When worked, the silk should be
to the home of her daughter-in-laa
strained tightly over one side of the
Marling's cold storage plant was few
days later, owing to the condicompleted Saturday night, and it tion of the latter's health.
will soon be filled with the beer now
Mrs. Pol Padilla, nee Keleher, died
on band, waiting lor the building to at the home of her sinter, Mrs. Corbe iced.
dova, in Trinchera pass on Saturday,
Dr. Gaines was a welcome visitor Jun: 8. This was a particularly sad
for a few hours last Monday while case, as Mrs. Padilla had been marpassing through en route for Eliza-I- t ried only two weeks. Her husband
ithtown, where be will ntop for a few had a home all prepared for his bride
days, before returning to Taos, where in Kolsom, but she had not been well
for several weeks and died while on
te is now located.
her wedding trip. The bereaved husW.L.Mann, the sewing machine band has the sympathy of a large ciragent whose headquarters are at cle of friends.
Wagonmound, passed through the
Mrs. Skelton and Mrs. Simpson
city Tuesday enroule borne from have opened dressmaking parlors at wood, the edges fixed at the back with
seccotine; cover a piece of paper a
Dawson where he had been called by the home of the latter.
smaller than the wood with silk
trifle
1).
B. Wenger has his large double
the illness of a daughter.
or sateen, then seccotine to the back
completed
well
and
store
stocked
Some of the boys have become a
to make all nest. A brass book should
little careless about the use of fire with a fine line of goods, including next be screwed Into the center of
pianos and organs, bedroom suits, top above the plain circle, from which
arms lately, and also about the time
,
suspend the watch.
stoves, ranges, chairs, tables, etc.
and place they were discharged. As
This ornamental piece must now be
Mr. Ryan has two new buildings on
a result Deputy Sheriff O'Sullivan has Wall street nearly completed and will fixed to the foundation by two little
supports of stained wood about three
been keeping late hours for the past probably be occupied as stores.
Inches long, that must be fixed by
week with no poor resulta
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson are living in
seccotine or by small brass tacks.
L. A. Owings and J. A. Briuk, both the Gay Mellon house. Mrs. Johnson
Gown for the Evening.
representing the Southern Colorado has a class in music.
Soft silks and silk materials to be
Folsom has a weekly newspaper
Mercantile company, of Trinidad,
had this season are excellent for a
were in the local stores this week once more. The first issue came out simple style of evening dress, and
printed
iu
Thursday,
last
Spanish
half
gentío-toelooking after business. The
there should be always at band one
good silk or satin evening frock to
speak very highly of Cimarron and half in English.
The day trains will be put on to be ready for emergencies. The flowand of the flourishing conditions here. day,
Jurte 1$. One goes south at 10 ered and striped silks are attractive,
Xever mind alwut nanioff, but some a. ni , and one north at 2 p. m.
and even the plain satins made up
of the Iwys from the North Side were
Mrs. I). B. Wenger and two daugh- quite simply are being worn a great
out of town last Sunday. Of course, ters of Trinidad, arrived in town last deal. Satin, if gracefully draped, and
of a becoming shade, requires little
iky were not out to catch any fish, night and will remain Ijere a few Iffancy
trimming.
Gold or silver emthey simply wanted to ride around in weeks.
broidery on a white or yellow satin
Mrs. John King and daughters Is now preferred to any lace, and only
I he rain in order to get wet. .Next
tin they ge we would ail vise the use spent the day with Mrs. Murray, Fri- a small amount of the embroidery is
day.
required to trim a gown most efcf silver bait.
Mrs. Drew's daughter, Mrs. Sta- fectively.
The Rocky Mountain section crew
ples, and husband of Denver, arc here
placed a handcar on tho depot plat- visiting
Leather Hatpin.
Mr.
relatives and friends.
A novel use of leather is In the form
form Monday, but in doing so left it Staples is in poor health.
of a hatpin. It is rather large,
la such a way that it was struck by
embossed and stained in a
102
Ute
returning
from
park.
eitrt
Where to Stoo in Raton.
handsome design representing leaves
The bandear was badly damaged, as
Palsoe Hotel opposite Santa Fe de and fruit or flowers, very rich but yet
well as breaking the step off the left
Though It looks
subdued la color.
pot.
Rooms oO cents and $1.
tf
aide of the engine.
massive It is hollow and very light
W. S. Lark, who has been in charge
The world is waiting for the man weight, and It gleams like a bit ol
enamel on the spring hat.
f the Cimarron Lumber company's who knows.

Maxwell Land Grant Go

Our Mining Regulations are very

fav-

orable to the Prospector. These Regulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company
.

Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are
prepared to develop the same

g

All

Conditions

are favorable to the success of the
District

Forfurther information write

The Maxwell Land Grant Gompany

!

becom-Ingnes-
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CIMARRON. NEW MEXICO
W. C. SCHERRER

DESIRES STATUE BUILT

Cimarron,

TO HONOR SENATOR
The recent death at Albuquerque,
N. M., of
Edmund G.
Ross makes it appropriate to print
the first note that Mr. Ross wrote to
his wife after his vote for the acquittal of President Johnson. The note
is in the possession of Airs. George
Leis, of Lawrence, Kas., who is a
daughter of Mr. Ross. Mrs. Leis al- owed it to be copied some months
ago, but only now consents to its
publication.
It is written upon a half
sheet of senate stationery, is dated
"22," meaning the 22d day of May,
l68, and reads as follows:
"Don't be discouraged, dear wife,
it's all coming out right. This storm
of passion will soon pass away, and
then the people, the whole people,
will thank and bless me for having
saved the country by my single vote
from the greatest peril through which
it has ever passed, though none but
God can ever know the struggle it
has cost me. Millions of men are
cursing me today, but they will bless
me tomorrow. But few knew of the
precipice upon which we all stood on
Saturday morning last. Your aff.
Hus."
We are accustomed to think of
Senator Ross' vote in the Johnson
trial as the most heroic act in American history, incomparably more dif

ROSS

ficult than any deed of valor upon
the field of battle. But why, it may
be asked, was Ross' vote more heroic than that of the other six Republicans, who also voted for acquittal? There would seem to be some
difference, chiefly for two reasons.
The other men, especially Fessenden,
Grimes and Trumbull, had been longer in public life, were more accustomed to its storm and stress, and
better able to withstand its pressure.
Second and more important, the pressure brought to bear upon Mr. Ross
was vastly greater than upon the other men. His constituency was the
most radical of all, and it was believed to the last that he could be intimidated.
He, therefore, cast his
vote in the face of the greatest difNo man was ever more
ficulties.
foully abused, yet he bore personal
abuse' and retirement to private life
alike with patience and without bitterness. If the people of Kansas
wish to atone for the injury they did
to Mr. Ross during his lifetime, they
can scarcely do better than place his
statue iu the capitol at Washington
in the hall reserved for statues of
notable men of the several states.
Such a statue .would commemorate
an heroic act, a valiant soldier, and an

honest man.

Scherer Reported Missing. are still waiting

for their money.
The county officials have been notiTony Scherer, who has been in
fied of the affair and hope to land the
charge of the construction work for gentleman in the county jail lie fore
the Maxwell Mercantile company on be can leave the country.
their new building here, left town
suddenly Sunday morning for parts
Walker-Aitke- n.
unknown.
Dr. Horatio Walker of Cimarron,
Scherer not only- - took bis own ef
fects, but neglected to leave behind and Miss Sarah Noble Aitken of New
about $100 of the company's money Castle, New Brunswick, Canada, were
which was turned over to him Satur married in Trinidad last Saturday,
day night to cover the weekly pay the ceremony taking place at the
roll. William Schemer, father of the First Presbyterian church and permissing man, reports that he is also formed by
the pasfir, Rev. H. B.
short in his accounts about $400
Hummel.
The wedding was to have
which he believes his son made way
taken place in Canada over a year
with.
ago, but Dr. Walker's health failed
The men employed by Scherer say and he was forced to seek a higher
they asked him for their money Sat altitude.
urday night, but claiming he was unAfter a year of "roughing it" on a
able to cash bis check, told them be New Mexico ranch, his health was
could not pay until Monday night, completely. restored and the wedding
as he was going to attend the ball finally took place in Trinidad. Dr.
game at Raton Funday, and would and Mrs. Walker will reside in Cim- not return until Monday. The men arron.

Tony

.

:

&

SONS

New Mexico

Contractors and Builders.
Adobe, Stone, Iron, Tin and Woodwork. Grading, Teams by Day or
Weerf. Terms Reasonable.
Estimates on Application.
B.

MEYER

Attorney

t-Law

Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block.

Raton

Brilliant.
Mrs. D. A. Sprinkle, of Orangeburg,
C, is visiting her daughter. Mrs.
F. C. Baker, of Brilliant.

S.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brunelli spent
Sunday in Raton.
Mrs. Walter Kerr and tMrs. George
Pbipps, of this place, spent Sunday in
Raton. .
Mt. and Mrs. Jacob Jones and
family were the guests of relatives in
Raton Sunday.
Joseph Curran, of Bloesburg; P. H.
Smith, Tom Wilson and Lon WhTtsell,
of Brilliant, took in the ball game at
Raton Sunday, and stated they bad a
fine time,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pearson and
Miss Pearson were Raton visitors last
Saturday,
John Bell, of Dawson, was a Bloss-bur- g
visitor Sunday, returning to the
former place Monday.
Mrs. E. O. Jones and Mrs. William
Lark of Raton, were visiting Mrs.
James Curran of Gardiner the first
of the week.
Ed. Triplett, of Gardiner, returned
last Monday from Denver and said
he hated to come back on account of
the good time he was having.
Mrs. P. II. Smith and son, who live"
on a ranch above Brilliant, were in
Raton, Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Quick and Mr.
and Mrs. Dickens, of Gardiner, spent
Sunday in Raton.
Ernest Curran o'f Van Houtcn, was
the guest of Carr Robson in Delagna,
Colo., several days last week.
Conductor Brennan found it neces
sary to take the wrecker Sunday afternoon-to
clear the track at Dunn
Spur,' on account of a car getting
away from the washer that morning.
iwo oi trie cars were aestroyea.

